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Abstract: An approach helpful when developing an optimized construction of a 6/4 type 
switched reluctance motor (SRM) is described in the paper. The analytical modeling pro-
cedure, based on the reluctance network method and analytical solution of an ordinary 
differential equation, enables applying a gradient optimization routine and better control 
of optimization process. The model allows for estimation of the efficiency, torque, and 
acoustic noise of the motor taking into account the magnetic non-linearity and the control 
algorithm to keep a constant input power. A bicriterial optimization routine has been ap-
plied to find optimal constructions. Eleven geometric and winding parameters are sup-
posed to be the optimization quantities. Analyzed constructions – the initial one and the 
optimized ones, were validated by means of FEM calculations. The proposed approach 
can be employed in designing the SRM to be a drive motor in an electrical vehicle, at 
least as a first attempt. 
Key words: switched reluctance motor, optimization, analytical model 

 
 

1. Introduction 
 
 A motor designed for an electric vehicle drive should meet requirements, which are diffi-
cult to satisfy simultaneously. In the case of a switched reluctance motor (SRM) they can be: 
a high mean value of the electromagnetic torque, a low level of torque ripples, high efficiency, 
low acoustic noise and low motor cost or mass. There are many strategies to reach this goal. 
Usually the motor construction is optimized first [1, 2], and next the best control algorithm is 
searched for [3]. Many papers devoted to optimization of the SRM are based on FEM models 
with auxiliary lumped parameter parts defined by means of analytical formulae like in [2, 4], 
[5]. In optimization, evolutionary algorithms [6-8] are used more often than other methods, i.e. 
gradient optimization routines [9]. The presented approach is a summary of the research stage 
started by the authors a few years ago [10-15].  
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 An initial construction in optimization is a 6/4 type SRM described in [16]. Experimental 
results presented there we have considered as a credible relevance in the model verification 
process. A multicriterial optimization approach is employed in this paper when searching for 
the best design. Criterial functions have been selected to be the mean value of the electromag-
netic torque, the relation mean to max value of the electromagnetic torque, efficiency, magne-
tic noise level and motor mass. The main part of a synthesis program is the analytical model 
described and verified in [15], which enables determining all quantities necessary to define 
criterial functions and feasible region in optimization, in particular the electromagnetic torque 
parameters, the power loss components, and the magnetic radial force, for a constant angular 
velocity. The magnetic non-linearity is represented by means of a B-H characteristic of the 
M400-50A electrical sheet. Mutual inductances were neglected, but consequences of this 
assumption are discussed in [15].  
 The paper is focused on optimization problems. A lumped-parameter model of the SRM is 
applied, but optimization solutions have been verified by means of FEM analysis. 
 A common approach in the process of developing an electric machine consists of several 
successive cycles {research⇒prototype⇒experimental verification}. A wrong idea can usual-
ly be rejected after the first one, and at least two cycles are required to reach satisfactory re-
sults, but there are cases with more cycles, which after a dozen years offer spectacular results 
[17]. This paper relates to the “research” stage, with verification by means of FEM calculation 
results. Experimental data in [16, 18] are also taken into account in this process. 
 
 

2. Analytical model of the SRM 
 
A. Description of the model 
 All important motor quantities, for instance the phase current, electromagnetic torque, ra-
dial force operating on stator pole, and a flux density in the stator pole, are determined in the 
model as time functions dependent on motor parameters and operation conditions, with accu-
racy required for gradient optimization routines. A constant motor velocity and one pulse 
mode operation of the inverter is assumed in computation. Some preliminary simulation re-
sults had been published in [13] and [15], and more detailed information can be found in [14]. 
 The input quantities in the synthesis program are: geometrical dimensions ro, rsy, rsp, rry, 
rsh, bsp, brp, g (Fig. 1), stack length l, number of turns in the phase winding Tph, wire diameter, 
DC voltage E supplying phase circuit, rotor angular velocity ω = n*π/30, and assumed input 
active power Pin. 
 In the first step of calculations, based on the reluctance network method described in [19], 
[10] the phase winding inductance L(i, ϕ) is determined as a function of phase current i and 
angular rotor position φ. In the next step, basing upon the inductance L(i, ϕ), a function of 
a flux linkage Ψ(i, φ) and its both partial derivatives are calculated. 
 The phase winding resistance R is determined basing on dimensions of the stator pole and 
winding parameters. In the paper it comprises an additional resistance representing the sup-
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plying wires, the converter elements, and the internal resistance of the constant voltage source 
as well. 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Geometrical parameters of the magnetic core 
 
 The torque function Tel is calculated from a magnetic co-energy function:  
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 The phase current i(t), assumed to be a linear spline, is calculated as an analytical solution 
of the following non-linear differential equation: 
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where: u – phase voltage, i – phase current, t – time, ω – rotor angular velocity, φ – angular ro-
tor position, R – phase resistance, Ψ – flux linkage.  
 In the paper, Equation (2) is solved for a constant angular velocity ω = n*π/30, for 
n = 3500 rpm, and a phase voltage function u(t) defined below [15]: 
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 The Equation (2) is solved for one phase and a revolution angle equal to one rotor pole 
pitch. The voltage E value in the optimization approach is 160 V. The φoff angle is obtained as 
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a solution of non-linear algebraic equation in each optimization iteration, to keep the required 
reference value of the motor input active power Pin = 35 kW at the assumed rotor velocity 
3500 rpm. Poles of one phase are connected in parallel. These above assumptions concern all 
optimization calculations performed in this paper. 
 In the next step, the maximal values of the flux density in the main magnetic core parts, 
time functions of a torque and a magnetic radial force, are calculated. Detailed calculation 
procedure can be found in [15]. 
 
B. Model validation 
 The quality of optimization results depends strongly on an accuracy of the model. Neces-
sary validation calculations have been performed by means of a 2D finite element method. Re-
sults can be found in [13-15]. A comparison with experiments performed for almost the same 
switched reluctance machine [16, 18], see Figure 2 [15], seems to be acceptable, despite a le-
vel of uncertainty caused by the model assumptions, in particular: 
 $ no PWM, only one-pulse mode supplying voltage, 
 $ a constant turn-on angle φon = 0º, 
 $ the inverter consists of ideal elements, 
 $ very likely an electrical steel has another properties. 
 

 
Fig. 2. The comparison of average torque, electrical loss and iron 
loss components for FEM model and the real machine [16, 18] 

 
C. Quantities used in optimization 
 The following quantities used in the synthesis program to define criterial functions and 
a feasible region are derived in the model: the average value Tav of total electrical torque, the 
ratio Tav2max of the Tav to the max Tel (the torque ripples quantity), efficiency η, acoustic noise 
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level LwA (a magnetic component) and total mass mm (or the cost of materials). Detailed cal-
culating procedures for these quantities can be found in [15].   
 An accuracy of efficiency calculation depends on accuracy of the iron loss estimator, what 
is troublesome due to a complex shape of the flux density functions in different core parts. In 
the paper the iron loss is estimated on assumption that the functions of magnetic flux density 
in motor core parts can be approximated by means of a linear spline [15].  
 The acoustic noise prediction is based on an analytical model described in [4, 20, 21]. It 
comprises the following analyze components: determining a time function of magnetic radial 
force, a frequency domain analysis of the radial force, a modal analysis of the stator, determi-
ning an amplitude of dynamic deflection of the stator, and a sound power radiated by the mo-
tor [15]. The modes m = 0, 2, 4 representing the majority of sound power for 6/4 type SRM 
[22] are considered in the model. 
 
 

3. Optimization 
 

 A few examples of optimization calculations have been performed to test the analytical 
model and to improve the properties of the analyzed construction. In the first stage a few so 
called ideal solutions for selected criterial functions have been found, to have a basic know-
ledge what are the extreme performances of this construction. It was an opportunity to modify 
the model and feasible region. Next a bicriterial approach has been performed with criterial 
functions arising from the analysis at the first stage. 
 
A. Limitations of the model 
 The following simplifications have been assumed: 
 $ the winding temperature was assumed to be constant τCu = 180˚C, a value close to that 

given in [16], 
 $ the flux density values in the yokes are calculated basing upon the superposition rule, 
 $ the analytical model neglects mutual inductances.  
 The above simplifications influence motor properties and it must be taken into account 
during optimization. In the paper it was obtained by means of: 
 $ upper limits imposed on the maximal values of the flux density in the middle of motor 

poles and yokes ≤ 1,65 T, 
 $ an upper limit value of the turn off angle φoff ≤ 360/Nph/Nr = 30°, 
 $ a reduction of the supplying voltage from 215 V to 160 V at 3500 obr/min (only so called 

one pulse mode operation of the inverter was assumed). 
 

B. Optimization variables 
 The optimization variables vector x is defined in Table 1 (first column). It comprises geo-
metrical parameters defined on Figure 1, stack length l, and parameters of the winding: the 
number of turns per phase Tph and the wire cross section diameter d1T. 
 All dimensions with except Tph are in (mm). The initial construction is denoted x0. 
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C. Criterial functions 
 Almost all quantities describing motor properties can be selected as criterial functions. In 
the paper, the basic set of these functions was assumed to be {η, Tav, Tav2max, LwA, mm}. If at 
least two of them are not cooperative, they can be employed in a multicriterial approach. 
 
D. Feasible region 
 In general, the task of constraint functions is to keep a solution inside a feasible region, 
where all kinds of quantitative requirements imposed on it should be satisfied. 
 Only inequality (linear and non-linear) constraints have been used in the definitions of 
optimization problems in the paper. The equality constraint Pin (φoff) = 35 kW was solved in 
the model directly. Some constraints arise from the calculation procedure in the model, see 
Appendix. 
 The constraints in Tables 6 and 7 in the Appendix define the basic feasible region X, which 
can be extended, to meet optimization problem requirements. Due to a level of uncertainty about 
technology, they have been assumed basing upon a general knowledge and a common sense. 
 
E. Optimization results 
Stage I. Ideal solutions 
 A few scalar optimization problems (4)-(7) have been solved to find a set of non-co-
operative criterial functions in a multicriterial approach. Some results of these calculations are 
in Tables 1, 2 and Figures 3-6. 
 Problem P1.    

  0mmav0avav2max ,,max mmTTXT ≤≥∈x
x

 (4) 

 Problem P2. 

  .wA0wAm0mav0avav2max0av2max ,,,,ηmax LLmmTTTTX ≤≤≥≥∈x
x

 (5) 

 Problem P3.      

  .0av0avav2max0av2maxs ηη,,,max ≥≥≥∈ TTTTXy x
x

 (6) 

 Problem P4.  

  .0av0avav2max0av2maxwA ηη,,,min ≥≥≥∈ TTTTXL x
x

 (7) 

 The quantity x is a vector of optimization variables, and X – the basic feasible region. The 
index “0” corresponds to the initial construction. 
 The goal of both Problem P3 and P4 is a noise level minimization. Problem P3 represents 
an idea to simplify calculations by searching for a maximum value of the stator yoke thickness 
instead of solving Problem P4. A comparison of the data in Table 2 shows that a similar result 
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for a criterial function LwA has been achieved in both cases, although corresponding design 
quantities x in Table 1 differ. 
 One can see in Table 2 that in all Problems the qualitative change of criterial functions is 
the same in both models, analytical (AM) and finite element (FEM). It can be considered as 
a kind of a successful verification of the analytical model. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Problem P1. Minimization of the torque ripples; 

AM – analytical model, FEM – finite element simulations 
 

 
 Fig. 4. Problem P2. Maximization of the efficiency; 

AM – analytical model, FEM – finite element simulations 
 

 
Fig. 5. Problem P3. Maximization of the stator yoke;  

AM – analytical model, FEM – finite element simulations 
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Fig. 6. Problem P4. Minimization of the noise level;  

AM – analytical model, FEM – finite element simulations 
 

Table 1. Ideal solutions – variables 

Relative change (xi/xi0 – 1)*100% for problem 
Parameter xi 

Starting value 
xi0 (mm) P1 P2 P3 P4 

x1 = bsp 31.55 5.6133 !1.9461 !0.0444 !8.4216 
x2 = ro 106 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
x3 = rsy 87.5 0.4823 2.7349 !0.8834 0.4320 
x4 = rsp 63 !6.1556 !2.8524 !0.6683 !6.8429 
x5 = brp 34.51 !3.4454 !3.2367 !0.1130 !16.7256 
x6 = rsh 26.5 0.0000 0.0000 0.2340 10.3698 
x7 = rry 43.5 !0.7793 3.0552 0.3494 0.4483 
x8 = l 215 !1.2233 !0.9302 !1.3953 !0.8047 
x9 = g 0.4 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

x10 = Tph (turns) 38 !1.4632 6.0553 0.2553 8.7026 
x11 = d1T 3.669 2.1559 8.0294 !0.4252 7.2309 

AM – analytical model, FEM – finite element method 
 
 A relatively little variation of the efficiency η in Table 2 arises from severe restrictions 
imposed on the motor construction, and also from the fact, that the motor design, assumed in 
the paper to be initial one in optimization, corresponds to a final, very likely optimized con-
struction in [16]. 
 
Stage II. Bicriterial optimization 
 Any two criterial functions from the set {Tav2max, η, LwA} can be employed in the bicriterial 
approach, see Table 2, Figures 3, 4, and 6. 
Additional calculations show that a similar conclusion holds if the average electromagnetic 
torque Tav is an element of this set. Finally we have decided to solve the following bicriterial 
problem. 
 Problem P5.  

  .max,min avwA XTL ∈x
xx

 (8) 
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Table 2. Ideal solutions – criterial functions values change 

Relative change ( fi / fi0 – 1)*100% for problem 
Criterial functions fi Starting point fi0 

P1 P2 P3 P4 

Tav,AM, (Nm) 88.204 1.5725 1.5237 0.0306 0.0000 
Tav,FEM, (Nm) 86.393 0.1470 0.9029 !0.1563 !0.3183 
Tav2max,AM, (!) 0.5931 25.122 14.686 0.9611 3.9285 
Tav2max,FEM, (!) 0.5848 22.315 16.057 1.2483 1.1799 
η,AM, (%) 93.273 0.2702 0.7344 0.0000 0.3120 
η,FEM, (%) 93.539 0.2320 0.6414 0.0000 0.2748 

LwA,AM, (dB) 97.478 !8.8297 !6.5730 !9.3324 !11.086 
LwA,FEM, (dB) 91.453 !4.9949 !3.1098 !9.0724 !10.201 

mm, (kg) 46.217 !0.0022 0.0000 !0.3981 0.4825 
AM – analytical model, FEM – finite element method 

 
Selection of the best compromise solution 
 Some obtained results are presented on Figures 7 and 8. Figure 7 represents an estimate of 
the compromise solutions set in the objective space. 
 

 
Fig. 7. Problem P5. Bicriterial approach, compromise solution set in the objective space 

 
 Additional criteria must be applied to decide, which element of the compromise solution 
set is the best. The values of criterial functions of η, Tav2max and mm, can be helpful in this task. 
 A solution denoted as “selected construction” on Figure 7 offers a considerable improve-
ment for both criterial functions Tav and LwA compared to the “initial construction”, and can be 
considered as the best. The data describing this construction are given in Table 3 and Figure 8. 
One can see that all criterial function values have been improved. 
 Inequality constraints in optimization can be presented in a form ,)( jj Gg ≤x  where gj is 
variable, and Gj – constant part of the constraint function. If Gj is altered to a new value 
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,Δnew
jjj GGG +=  and in both cases the jth constraint remains active in the optimal point, 

than a new optimal value of the objective function new
optF  can be estimated from a formula: 

  ∑−≅+≅
j

jj GFFFF ΔΔ optoptopt
new

opt λ . (9) 

 

 
Fig. 8. Problem P5. Motor quantities for “selected construction”,  

AM – analytical model, FEM – finite element simulations 
 

Table 3. Problem P5. The selected construction. A change in (%) = (XI / XI0 – 1)*100%,  
and (FI/FI0 – 1)*100% 

Parameter Function 
xi 

value (mm) a change (%)
fi 

value a change (%) 

bsp 31.048 !1.5911 Tav,AM (Nm) 90.000 2.0362 
ro 106 0.0000 Tav,FEM (Nm) 87.316 1.0684 
rsy 88.249 0.8560 Tav2max,AM (!) 0.6829 15.141 
rsp 62.296 !1.1175 Tav2max,FEM (!) 0.6720 14.911 
brp 35.438 2.6891 η AM (%) 93.750 0.5114 
rsh 28.35 6.9811 η FEM (%) 94.002 0.4950 
rry 43.874 0.8598 LwA,AM (dB) 88.597 !9.1108 
l 213.67 !0.6186 LwA,FEM  (dB) 86.238 !5.7024 
g 0.4 0.0000 mm  (kg) 46.346 0.2791 

Tph (turns) 39.754 4.6158    
d1T 3.7594 2.4639    

AM – analytical model, FEM – finite element method 
 
 
without solving the problem with a modified feasible region. The quantities λj are Lagrange 
multipliers obtained from a solution of the original problem. The relationship (9) is of prac-
tical meaning. For instance, if a question is how the efficiency η of the motor can be increased 
through a change Δmm of its mass mm in Problem P2, than the definitions ,0η/η2 −=F  

)1/( 0mm −= mmg j  used in this Problem, and obtained value λj = 0.0315 in Table 4 
give ./Δ0315.0η/ηΔ m0optm,0opt mm⋅≅  
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Table 4. Active constraints 

Lagrange multipliers λj for Problem Constraint No 
(Appendix C) P1 P2 P4 P5 

(“selected constr.”) 

1 !578.95 !34.759 !740.31 !77.474 
7 0.0880 0.0114 0 0 

10 0 0 0.0301 0.0686 
14 0.187 0.0326 0 0.441 
27 0 0 5.132 0 
30 0 0 2.769 0 
33 0 0 0 0 
34 0.395 0 0 0.385 
36 0 0 0.334 0 
39 1.718 0 0 0 
41 0 0.0263 0.0404 0.0789 
42 0.147 0.00637 0 0.0237 
44 0.0467 0 0 0 
45 0 0 0 0.0348 
46 1.295 0.0114 0 0 

1 – Tav /Tav0 0 0 0.6708 0.749 
mm/mm0 – 1 0 0.0315 na 0 

 
 A similar analysis for other active constraints shows that an increase of the motor ef-
ficiency through a small modification of the feasible region is very little. 
 In general, the formula (9) can be used to estimate, without a recalculation of the problem, 
how the feasible region should be modified to improve the results. It is an advantage of ap-
plying a gradient routine over direct-search ones, including heuristic ones, e.g. genetic algo-
rithms. 
 
Remarks concerning accuracy 
 Due to a lack of a prototype manufactured on a base of the selected optimal design, the 
obtained results have been verified by means of FEM calculations. They have been performed 
in the paper before and after the optimization.  
 The electrical circuit of the converter in a form coupled with FEM model is presented on 
Figure 9. 
 Switches are controlled by means of the turn-off angle φoff used in the definition (3). In the 
analytical model the value φoff is determined to obtain the reference input active power 
Pin = 35 kW. The same value of the φoff has also been assumed in the FEM model causing 
a difference in the Pin. According to this, the Tav values in the FEM model were approximated 
linearly to meet the reference value of the Pin. Corrected results for the Tav are presented in 
Table 5 and denoted as Tav,FEM

*. 
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Fig. 9. A scheme of a one phase of electrical circuit coupled with the FEM model. 

Shadowed elements represent phase winding sides 
 

Table 5. A correction of Tav values in FEM models 

Starting point Problem 
Quantity 

x0 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 
(selected) 

Pn,AM (kW) 35 
Pn,FEM (kW) 36.17 34.24 34.93 36.02 34.80 35.56 
Tav,AM (Nm) 88.20 89.59 89.55 88.23 88.20 90.00 
Tav,FEM (Nm) 89.28 84.64 87.00 88.77 85.64 88.71 
Tav,FEM

* (Nm) 86.39 86.52 87.17 86.26 86.12 87.32 
AM – Analytical model, FEM – finite element method, * – corrected 

 
 Quantities Tav2max and η has not been approximated because they are relative. The noise 
level LwA has been approximated in a more sophisticated way, due to the logarithmic function 
in its definition. The LwA in FEM model was calculated with the help of the same algorithm as 
in the analytical model, but with the magnetic radial force Frad calculated in the FEM model. 
 
 
 

4. Remarks and conclusions 
 
 The computer program used in the paper was implemented in Matlab environment with 
optimization routine based on Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP), which appears to be 
particularly effective [24], [25], [9]. The time of calculations performed for one call of the 
synthesis program (determining all criterial and constraint functions) was below 60 sec on 
a PC with Intel PIV 3.0 GHz processor. 
 The proposed approach has proved to be useful when searching for the best design of an 
SRM. An extension of the model by a better representation of a converter, considering the 
mutual inductances of the stator phase winding as well as heating model, would increase the 
credibility of optimization results. The described optimization procedure with analytical model 
and gradient routines has the following advantage over direct-search methods (e.g. heuristic 
ones) with FEM models: 
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 $ Dramatically less calculation time by acceptable accuracy, particularly for higher number 
of optimization variables and complex constraint functions. A careful analysis and tests 
show that employing a FEM model instead of the analytical one would increase the calcu-
lation time even a few hundreds times, if the same optimization routine is employed. Ap-
plying commonly used heuristic optimization routines would increase this time even more 
because of a high convergence rate of the second order gradient algorithms like SQP used 
in the paper. 

 $ More sophisticated optimization problems can be solved. 
 $ Much more detailed analysis of obtained optimization results is possible, increasing the 

credibility of arising conclusions and decisions. 
 Model described in the paper requires the definition of an efficient algorithm for tube for-
mation during optimization. Obtained results show that it is possible, but it is cumbersome and 
requires verification by means of FEM [14]. There are models comprising FEM calculation 
modules, which are active during the entire optimization period. An example would be the 
method and model CE-FEM (Finite Computationally Efficient-Element Analysis) described in 
[26]. In this method, the time-stepping FE calculations are replaced by magneto-static ones, 
thereby resulting in a significant reduction in computation time, even circa 100 times. The 
method was developed for the IPM motor, does not include the eddy currents and assumes that 
during the optimization functions of the currents in the stator windings are known and mono-
harmonic. Unfortunately, this assumption is not met in the case of SRM. In addition, the 
properties of FE calculations are the reason that the resulting criterial and constraint functions 
are not, in general, even the class C0. This prevents the use of gradient optimization algorithms 
in the approach represented by the CE-FEM type methods, until a way to circumvent this dif-
ficulty will be found. The use of the gradient method is advantageous for at least two reasons. 
Firstly, it enables performing sensitivity analysis in a vicinity of optimal point, as illustrated in 
Section 3.E of the paper for a solution of Problem P2. Secondly, in the case of multi-criteria 
optimization, every solution of the problem is Pareto-optimal, see Figure 7. The heuristic algo-
rithms used in CE-FEM method must generate a much larger set of solutions, of which only 
a few can be considered as an estimate of the Pareto-optimal set [27]. Another important argu-
ment for the use of gradient methods is also the ability to validate the formal correctness of the 
model to a greater extent than the heuristic methods. Although construct a reliable model for 
gradient methods is more difficult than for the heuristic, this work is justified. 
 Drive with SRM requires a converter and controller, and in practical applications this 
should be included in the optimization. There are strong reasons to do this using a two-level 
optimization [28, Chapter 1]. In this approach, on the first level optimization is performed for 
discrete variables, while on the second one – for continuous part of the system. On the first 
level is changed, inter alia, the topology of the system and are defined constants used in the 
definitions of criterion functions and constraints at the second level (eg, peak current value 
and the dc link voltage of the inverter). In this paper we limited the procedure to the second 
level optimization because its purpose was only to demonstrate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed model. There are no obstacles for a specific application, to extend the definition of 
feasible region on the second level with additional elements connecting the two levels of 
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optimization. In such a case it is necessary decision on the choice of the vehicle, which usually 
has a significant impact on the topology of the motor, converter, and controller. 
 The power of the SRM at a fixed control decreases with increasing speed. For example, in 
the solution marked “selected” on Figure 7 input power was P1 = 35 kW for a base speed of 
n = 3500 rpm and the assumed control .30,0 o== offon ϕϕ  After increasing the speed to 
n = 10000 rpm and at the same one-pulse control settings, power has decreased to a value of 
approx. 8.5 kW, ie approx. 25% of the previous. Of course angles 0

offon 30,0 >< ϕϕ  (it is 
permissible for the speed 10000 rpm) would improve this result, but probably not enough to 
get a power of 35 kW. The above calculations indicate that this should be taken into account 
in the optimization, since SRM are usually used in drives with a large range of variation of 
speed. The way how to do this depends on what is permissible power loss with increasing 
speed, and the vehicle, where the drive is to be installed. This can be an additional criterial 
function for the vector optimization, and in the case of a scalar optimization – scaled com-
ponent of the objective function or a suitable penalty function, which is part of the objective 
function. The parameters of these functions are dependent on the particular application; their 
values are usually determined by trial and error. At the current stage of research, which relate 
to the model, this has not been included in the paper. 
 
 

Appendix 
 The quantity xi0 is an initial value of the ith optimization variable xi, i = 1:11 (see Table 1). 
The other quantities are: 
 $ hs = x3 – x4, hr = x4 – x9 – x7, rrp = x4 – x9, 
 $ αa,b,.... = φa,b,.... + π/Nr,  
 $ Swin, Swin, max – cross section area of the winding between stator poles, and its maximum 

value, 
 $ Bmsp, Bmsy, Bmrp, Bmry – maximum values of the flux density time waveforms in selected 

points of the magnetic core. 
 The feasible region is defined by constraints in Tables 6 and 7. 
 

Table 6. Inequality linear constraints 

No. Constraint Remarks 

2-12 
xi ≥ 0.8xi0, i = 1:11 

x6 ≥ x60, x9 ≥ x90 
arbitrary (*) 

13-23 xi ≤ 1.2xi0, i = 1:11 
x2 ≤ x20 

arbitrary (*) 

24 x3 ≤ x2 – 0.5x1 arbitrary (*) 
25 x3 ≥ 1.25x4 arbitrary (*) 
26 rrp ≥ 1.05x7 arbitrary (*) 
27 x7 ≥ 0.5x1 + x6 arbitrary (*) 
28 x7 ≤ 0.75x1 + x6 arbitrary (*) 
29 x6 ≥ (6/5)*(x5/2 – x7/6) inductance calculations limitations 
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30 hs/hr ≤ 2 inductance calculations limitations 
31 1/2 ≤ hs/hr inductance calculations limitations 
32 (x2  – x3) / x1 ≤ 0.7 according to [19] 

33 2(x2 – x3) /(x2 + x3) ≤ 0.2 magnetic noise model limitations  
(used only in noise optimization) 

34 x8 /(x2 + x3) ≤ 1.1 magnetic noise model limitations  
(used only in noise optimization) 

(*) – the purpose of these constraints was to keep the optimal solutions, relatively close to the initial 
design, which was verified experimentally, in [16], [18]; it increases the credibility of final results 

 
Table 7. Non-linear constraints 

No. Constraint Remarks 
1 Pin = 35000 requirement of rated power 
35 βs < βr 

36 βs ≥ 0.95*2π /(Nph*Nr) 

37 βs + βr ≤ π/2 

according to [23] 

38 αb /αa ≥ 1.04 
39 αc /αa ≥ 1.27 
40 L(φe)nonsat/L(φe)sat ≤ 9 

a protection against inaccuracy and instability  
of analytical solution of the Equation (2) 

41 Swin ≤ Swin, max a feasibility of the phase winding 
42 Bmsp ≤ 1.65 
43 Bmsy ≤ 1.65 
44 Bmrp ≤ 1.65 
45 Bmry ≤ 1.65 

a limitation of flux density value to be below  
the saturation region 

46 φoff ≤ 2π/(Nph*Nr) = π /6 a protection against a mutual coupling 
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